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Consultation Paper 
Scouts NI - Restructuring of Support Structures 

 
Introduction 
 
The structure of Scouting in the United Kingdom has evolved continuously over many years. 
This has resulted in minor changes (such as the amalgamation of Districts) but also, less 
frequently, in significant restructure. Scouting in Northern Ireland has similarly evolved, and, in 
the light of some significant pressures, the Board of Scouts NI has tasked a small working 
group to investigate the potential to redesignate supporting areas to a smaller number. That 
group has concluded that the time is right for a more significant change. The purpose of this 
paper is, therefore, to set out the current position, the drivers for change, and a proposed way 
forward. But before proceeding, the Board believes it is essential to hear the views of our 
Scouting community. 
 
Current position 
 
At present, Scouts NI has 4 single County Districts and 3 Counties split into ten Districts. The 
changing demographic profile of Scouting in Northern Ireland over the past twenty years has 
already resulted in changes to the supporting infrastructure. The drivers for these changes have 
been the number of young people and Groups within a District and the difficulty (and lack of 
necessity) in appointing supporting Commissioners. 
 
The 4 smaller Counties (in terms of young people numbers) have all merged previous Districts 
in the County to form a single County/District reducing the total number of Districts by 7. 
 
Belfast, Antrim and Down Counties have also merged Districts with resulting reduction in the 
total number of Districts from sixteen to ten. The following table illustrates the current position. 
 
County Districts Groups * Youth members * Leaders * 
Antrim 3 38 2,079 656 
Armagh 1 10 373 132 
Belfast 4 40 2,218 603 
Down 3 31 1,967 626 
Fermanagh 1 9 371 126 
Londonderry 1 15 757 243 
Tyrone 1 10 250 128 

* Figures taken from the 2022 Scouts NI Census 
 
Issues 
 
Given these multiple layers within our structures it is becoming increasingly difficult to fill all line 
manager and support roles in each County and District. The following chart illustrates the 
difficulties. 
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 Counties Districts 
Unfilled Commissioner posts * 77 117 

* as per Compass (19 July 2022) 
 
Some examples of these unfilled roles are; in terms of County roles, only 3 Counties have ACC 
Squirrels, only 4 have ACC Explorers and none have ACC Adult Support.  In terms of District 
roles, only 2 Districts have District Youth Commissioners, only 4 have ADC Squirrels and only 1 
has ADC Adult Support. 
 
And of course, every volunteer who does fill one of these posts has less time to devote to 
providing great scouting for young people which is what we all aspire to. In addition, Group 
distribution within Counties and Districts is currently varied and puts disproportionate 
pressures on management teams within those larger areas. 
 
It should also be noted that, under the existing Scouts NI structures, Counties and Districts are 
not geographically aligned with statutory funding or support bodies, such as Local Council 
Areas. 
 
 In light of the difficulties that our current structures pose, the Board has concluded that it is 
vital to remove the multiple layers of Commissioners (CCs, ACCs, DCs and ADCs) within our 
current structure and alleviate the pressure to fill roles at all levels of Scouting. Moving to reduce 
from 7 counties and ten Districts will ultimately help achieve this. The removal of a layer of 
Commissioners will result in reduced pressure on Leaders and allow for more focused and 
targeted delivery of programme to our young people. Indeed, over the past ten years at least 4 
additional Districts have disappeared following successful mergers. so the concept of merging 
areas and moving boundaries is not new to Scouts NI.  
 
Proposal 
 
The Board of Scouts NI have considered a number of alternative structures within Northern 
Ireland with which to realign Scouts NI structures, as well as amalgamation of the existing 
Scout Districts/Counties. After consideration of these alternatives, we have come to the 
conclusion that alignment with the relatively new eleven “Super” Councils provides the greatest 
benefit to Scouts NI and young people in Scouting. 
 
Eleven or twelve (Belfast may be better served by two Areas) Areas overseen by 2 or 3 
Regional Commissioners supporting the Chief Commissioner is a manageable number to both 
provide day to day support and strategic development, and successful recruitment of a team of 
Commissioners. As illustrated in the table below it also results in a more even distribution of 
Scout Groups. 
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Alignment of Scouting with Council Areas 
 
Council Scout 

Groups 
Population < 
25 * 

Scout 
Population ** 

Explorer 
Units *** 

SI 
Groups 

Antrim & 
Newtownabbey 
 

15 44,729 679 10 1 

Armagh City, 
Banbridge & 
Craigavon 
 

15 70,004 655 5 3 

Belfast 
 

33 112,951 1,855 22 6 

Causeway Coast & 
Glens 
 

8 44,476 395 4 1 

Derry & Strabane 
 

3 49,763 102 0 5 

Fermanagh and 
Omagh 
 

13 36,929 391 5 6 

Lisburn & Castlereagh 
 

12 43,361 941 9 3 

Mid & East Antrim 
 

15 40,316 719 10 1 

Mid-Ulster 
 

10  50,118 378 3 5 

Newry, Mourne & 
Down 
 

5 59,634 149 1 5 

North Down & Ards 
 

20  44,538 1,462 9 0 

* taken from nisra.gov.uk Mid-Year 2020 Population Estimates 
** including Explorer Units & Scouts NI Groups taken from Scouts NI 2022 Census 
*** taken from Scouts NI 2022 Census 
 
Alignment with these Super Councils also has the potential benefit of easier access to local 
funds and local support for activities. This proposed restructuring will keep Scouts NI more in 
line with the Strategic Development Plan of TSA and also better supported by the continuing 
changes within Scouts NI to provide better governance. 
 
We have been working on a map to help us identify where our Scout Groups would lie within 
the new Super Council boundaries and see whether there is a broad spread within these 
proposed new “Areas”.  The population and Scouting Ireland Groups have also been plotted as 
we seek to identify room for growth and the possibilities that each new “Area” would hold as 
we seek to engage more young people in Scouting.   
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The map can be accessed at this link: 
https://queensub.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=442e33486acc4ce89a3bc73f2df35116
&extent=-8.9109,53.8745,-4.2224,55.3082 
 
Challenges 
 
Such a change is not without its challenges, some of which may prove contentious and take 
longer to resolve. Within the past decade or so Scouts Scotland has also undertaken a 
restructuring for similar reasons reducing their previous support network by approximately 
40%. The Scottish experience of change will provide Scouts NI with guidance on how to 
overcome the many challenges associated with such a change process. Indeed, our colleagues 
in Scotland have demonstrated to us that if the focus is on the correct goal – better Skills for 
Life for more young people – these challenges can be overcome in a spirit of collegiality. 
 
These challenges will include, but not be restricted to, the distribution of assets – both financial 
and property – which will still remain within Scouting for the benefit of young people, inducting 
people into new roles, closing and reopening new charities, loyalty to locality, working within 
POR, ensuring our “perception” is correct and current. Many of these challenges have, of course, 
already been faced in Northern Ireland in the context of amalgamation of Districts so we are 
clear that, with goodwill, solutions can be implemented. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Board of Scouts NI firmly believes that this is the correct direction of travel but wants to 
hear the views of young people and adults who are currently part of our membership. In 
particular, views on the following questions would be very welcome. 
 

1. Do you agree in principle that we should reduce our support structures to provide more 
resources to our young people and the Scout “Programme”? 

 
2. Do you agree with alignment with the eleven Super Councils? If not, what would your 

proposals be to address the issues raised in this paper? 
 

3. How do we deal with, on the one hand, Belfast, and on the other those Council areas 
with small numbers of members? 

 
4. What difficulties do you foresee both locally and regionally? How might these be 

overcome? 
 

5. What should we call the new “Areas”? 
  
Please return your comments to   restructuring@scoutsni.org  
The Board of Scouts NI will hold a series of roadshows around Northern Ireland to allow 
members to come and discuss these proposals. 
 
An interactive map will be placed on the Scouts NI website which allows members to view 
current Scout Groups in the context of Super Council Areas and other demographic factors. 


